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Chapter III. Differential systems

In this chapter, we shall formulate, without proof, the theorys of exterior

differential systems and of their prolongations using the language in the theory

of jets developed by C. Ehresman, because such formulation seems to be most

convenient in order to apply the theory to the theory of continuous infinite

pseudo-groups, which we shall discuss in the next chapter. Since important

theorems in our theory hold only in the real analytic case, we shall exclusively

consider the real analytic case. So, we shall omit the adjective "analytic",

unless explicitly stated otherwise. As for the fundamental notions in the theory

of jets and of differential systems, we refer to [5] and [6~j, respectively.

Detailed proof of the contents of this Chapter will be published in [7].

1. Differential systems and jets

Let M be a (real analytic) manifold. Denote by Λh(M) the sheaf of germs

of real analytic homogeneous differential forms of degree h on M. Λ(M)

= Σ/ιΛA(M) is a sheaf of rings. The exterior derivative d induces a mapping

Λh(M)-> Λh+1(M). For a sheaf Φ on M and for an open set U of M denote by

Γ(U, Φ) the set of cross-sections of Φ over U. By a differential system on M

we mean a locally finitely generated subsheaf Σ of homogeneous ideals in Λ{M)

such that d(Σ)^Σ. By locally finitely generated, we mean the following: For

any point w in M we can choose an open neighborhood V of w and fh . . . ,

/ α e Γ ( F , Σ) such that each Σy (y <B V) is generated as an ideal in (A(M))y

by the germs of /i, . . . , fa at iv. Let B be a homogeneous subsheaf of Λ{M).

Then the subsheaf Ψ of ideals generated by B and dB is closed under d.

Therefore, when ψ is locally finitely generated, it is a differential system on M

If this is so, Ψ is called the differential system generated by B. A (not

necessarily closed) submanifold N of M is called an integral of a differential
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system Σ, when, for any open set U and for any φ&lXU, Σ), the restriction

of ψ to UΠN is zero, provided UΠ N is not empty. A point w of M is called

an integral point of Σ, when <p(w) =0 for and ψ ZΞ Σ\l].

DEFINITION III. 1. A triple (M, M\ π) of manifolds M, M', and a mapping

π of M onto M' is called a fibered manifold when the rank of the differential

dπ is equal to the dimension of Mf at each point in M.

By a local cross-section / of (M, Mf, π) we mean a mapping / of an open

set U of Mf into M such that π° f is the identity mapping of U. By a differ-

ential system with independent variables, we mean a pair (21, (M, M\ π)) of

a differential system Σ on M and a fibered manifold (M, M'f π).

DEFINITION III. 2. By an integral f of (Σ> (M, M't 7r)), we mean a local

cross-section f of (M, M\ n) which is an integral of Σ (when f is considered

as a sub manifold of M).

We can introduce the notion of differential systems with independent

variables which are in involution at integral points (ct. [6]).

Let (M, M1, π) be a fibered manifold and w be a point of M. If {x[, . . - ,

x'n) is a coordinate system in Mf defined on a neighborhood of π(w)t there is

a coordinate system (xu . . . , χn, yu . . . , ym) in M defined on a neighborhood

of w such that #/ = #ί°7r. Such a coordinate system (x,y) is called a coordinate

system in the fibered manifold. In such case, we usually write Xi instead of

x'i. Let us assume that xι(w) =yx(w) =0, and that i\xi\<e, lj>λl<ε} is the

domain of the coordinate system. Let S be a system of characters (Def. 1-2).

DEFINITION III. 3. A pair of germs of analytic mappings F, F' of Jf/(S)

into J?y™y of Jέf™ into JCf(S), respectively, is called a parametrization mapping

of integrals of (Σ, (M, M\ π)) at w in M with respect to the coordinate system

(xu . . . , Xn, yu - . . , ym) in (M, M', 7r) when they satisfy the following

conditions:

(1) F ' °F is the identity mapping of JV(S).

(2) If F is defined at ξ^Ξ^/iS), and if | [ P λ ( e ) ] ( 0 ) | < e , then the cross-

section on a neighborhood of π(w) defined by yx =• ΪFλ(ξ)l(x) is an integral of

(21, (Λf, M\ TΓ)).

(3) If F' is defined at ri^Jf/^iu, ε), F is defi?ιed at F'(τy), and if yx - rjΛx)

is an integral of (Σ, (Λf, M\ π)) on a neighborhood of π(w), then y = F(F'(η)).
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In this case, yλ =* 0 is an integral of (Σ, (Λf, AT, π)), which is called the

center of the parameterization mapping. Let / be an integral of (Σ, (Λf, Λf,

7r)). If a parameterization mapping at w with center / exists with respect to

a coordinate system (xy y), then a parameterization mapping at tυ with center

/ exists with respect to any coordinate system (xf, y1) such that / is the cross-

section y[ = 0. When this is so, the multiplicity and the degree of Jά^(S) is

uniquely determined by / and Σ.

THEOREM III. 1. Let (Σ, (Λf, AT, π)) be a differential system ivith independent

variables. Assume that (Σ, (Λf, Λf', π)) is in involution at an integral point w.

Then there is an integral of (Σ, (Λf, Λf', π)) denned on a neighborhood of iv.

For any integral f defined on a suitable open neighborhood of iv, there is a

parametrization mapping at iv of integrals of (Σ, (Λf, Λf', π)) ivith center f.

Let (Λf, Λf', TΓ) be a fibered manifold. Denote by /(Λf, Λf', π) the set of

all /-jets which can be represented by local cross-sections of (Λf, Λf, 7r). As

usual, denote by j[{f) the /-jet at x represented by / . We set a(/x{f)) = x,

β(/x(f)) = f(χ). a x 0 maps /(Λf, Aί', TΓ) to Mf x M. Clearly a = τr°/9. Let a

coordinate system O, jy) be defined on an open set V of M. Then y'ίM, A/',

7τ) has a coordinate system (xu . . . , xn, yh . . . , ymt . . . , yA

ι" ί v, . . .) (A = 1,

. . . , m) l<iu ' , i\> < n 1<LP<>1; y[L'"ly" symmetric in iJt . . . , ή) defined

on ^HV). Namely, if X^β'\V) is represented by / at x then

Xi{X) =xi9 yλ{X) = ^ λ ( / U ) ) =/ A U),

Thus /(AT, A/', TΓ) is a manifold, and (/, M, β), (/, Λf', α) are fibered mani-

folds.

Denote by plι>{V <l) the canonical projection of /(Λf, ilf, rr) onto/ (Λf, A/',

TΓ). In order to avoid inessential complications of notations, let us omit symbols

like °(0/', {plιΎ\ as far as confusion may not occur. Thus if g is a function on

/ ' , g automatically denotes also the function g°pι> on f for any />/'.

For a local cross-section / of (A/, Aί', π) defined on an open set £/ of Λf,

denote by / ( / ) the local cross-section of (/, Mf, a) defined by the mapping

U^x-*fx(f) e / . For an open set V of / , denote by 77[1J(/, V) the space of

all PfaίFian forms ω on V such that /(/)*ω = 0 for any local cross-section /
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such that / ( / ) £ V. If V <Z V, the restriction mapping sends Π[1\l, V) into

77Γ1](/, FO. Denote by 77flJ(/; (Λf, ΛΓ, TΓ)), or by 77W(/) when there is no

possibility of confusion, the sheaf of submodules in /fif) defined by the system
W V)}.

PROPOSITION III. 1. // (#, y) is a coordinate system in (M, M\ π) defined

on U, and if F c j S ^ ί / ) , then ΠV, Π[ι\D) is generated over Γ(Vy Λ°(J1)) by

Q = 1 , . . .,m\ l < i i , . . . , ίv, %<n\ l<v<l-\).

Denote by 77(Z; (M, ΛΓ, π)) the differential system on f{M, M\ TΓ) gener-

ated by tfΓ1J(/; (M, Λf', TΓ)).

PROPOSITION III. 2. Let F be a local cross-section of (f(Mf M\ n), M1, a).

Then there is a local cross-section f of (M, M', π) such that F = j\f) locally if

and only if F is an integral of Π(l\ (M, M\ n)).

2. Partial differential equations

Let (Λf, M't K) be a fibered manifold. Set / = / ( M , Λί', TΓ).

DEFINITION III. 4. £ty ^ partial differential equation of order k on (Λf, M',

π) we mean an open set U of f and a locally finitely generated subsheaf of

ideals Φ in Λ°{U).

Let X be a point of U. We say that X is an integral jet of the partial

differential equation φ when g(X) = 0 for any g in Γ{U\ Φ) and for any open

neighborhood U' of X in U. Denote by cS?°Φ the set of integral jets of Φ.

Clearly ^f°Φ is s. (real) subvariety of U. A local crosssection / of (M, Mf, π)

is called an integral of Φ when / ( / ) Q^°Φ.

The differential system on U generated by Φ and Π(k (Λf, Mf, π))\U is

called the differential system associated with the partial differential equation Φ,

and will be denoted by Σ(Φ). An integral jet of Φ is called ordinary when it

is an ordinary integral point of Σ(Φ). Φ is said to be in involution at an in-

tegral jet X of φ when (Σ{Φ), (U, M', a)) is in involution at X.

PROPOSITION III. 3. Let f be a local cross-section of (Λf, M\ π) such that

/ ( / ) c U. Then f is an integral of Φ if and only if / ( / ) is an integral of
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(Σ(Φ), (U, M, a)). Moreover, for any integral F of (Σ(Φ), (U, M\ a))y there

is a unique integral f of Φ such that F = jk(f) locally.

Thus the problem of finding integrals of partial differential equations is

equivalent to the problem of finding integrals of the associated differential

systems with independent variables. When Φ is in involution at an integral jet

X, Theorem 1 shows that there is an integral / of Φ such that X — jJ[χ)(f)

and we can parametrize integrals of Φ which are sufficiently near / .

Let (xu . . . , xn, jvi, . . . , Vm) = (x, y) be a coordinate system in (M, M\

7r). Jι has the coordinate system {x, y, . . . , y λ

r" ί v, . . - ) (*></) associated

with ix, y). Let g be a function defined on an open set U in the domain of

the above coordinate system i n / . Then g °p/+1 is a function on {plιbl)~ι(U) = Uf

i n / + 1 . By Proposition 1, we find easily that dig ° p/+1) = g{dxj (mod. Π(l +1

{My M', π)))t where gj is a function on Uf. We set D;(g) = gi'. DJ is linear

over the field R of real numbers, and DJ(gh) = (Dj(g)) h + g(Dj(h)). When

(x, y) is changed to {x\ vM, we have dxj - ajdx\. Hence

D's(g)=4Dk{g).

Let F be an ideal of I\U, ΛcΛj1)). Denote by P(F) the ideal in κU't Λυ(Jί+1))

generated by F°p/ 4 1 and D;(g), where y = l, . . . , n and g runs through F.

The above rule for change of coordinates shows that P(F) is independent of

the choice of coordinate system employed for the construction. Let U be an

open set of Jk and Φ be a subsheaf of ideals in Λ°{U). For each open set

VQipk^yHU), denote by Ψ(V) the ideal in ]\V, Λu(Jk+1)) generated by the

restriction of P(Γ{QV\ V), Φ)). If V c V, the restriction mapping sends Ψ(V)

into ^ ( F ; ) . Hence the system {Ψ(V)} defines a subsheaf of ideals in

yl°((pjfe+1)"I(ί7)). This subsheaf will be denoted by PiΦ). When Φ is locally

finitely generated, so is P{Φ).

DEFINTION III. 5. By the l th standard prolongation of a partial differential

equation Φ of order k, we mean the partial differential equation P( (P(Φ))

• ') = Pι(φ) of order k-\-l, ivhere we operate P l-times.

We immediately have the following proposition for any fixed / > 0 .

PROPOSITION III. 4. A local cross-section f of (M, M', π) is an integral of

Φ if and only if f is an integral of Pι(Φ).
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Let Φ, Ψ be partial differential equations of order k on (M, Mf, π) defined

on open sets Uf V in f\ respectively. We say that Φ^Ψ on a neighborhood

of a point X in ]k, when I G Uf) V and when there is a neighborhood W of X

in UΠ V such that ΦY c r Γ for any 7 e PF.

THEOREM III. 2. Let (M, M', π) &£ « fibered manifold. Assume that a

partial differential equation φ' of order I on (M, M', π) is given for any />/ 0 .

Z>f /° be a cross-section of (M, M', π) cwr aw o££w neighborhood of a point x°

in M. Assume the following: for any />/o,

(1) the restriction of f° on a sufficiently small neighborhood of x° is an

integral of φ\

(2) Φι+1ΏP(Φι) on a neighborhood of X1' = jUf3),

(3) X1 is an ordinary integral jet of φ\

(4) for a suitable open neighborhood U of Xι\{^°φh Π U, a(U), a) is a

fibered manifold,

(5) {^°ΦlΛ1r\ V, J?°Φιn V\ plι+1) is a fibered manifold for suitable open

neighborhood V, V1 of Xι+\ Xι

t respectively. Then there is an integer hi ;>/0)

satisfying the following: Φι+1 and P(Φι) are equal on a neighborhood of Xι+ί

and Φι is in involution at X1 for any />/i.

Let U be an open set in / (M, Mf, π). Let A be a closed submanifold of U.

Denote by Φ(A) the subsheaf of ideals in Λ°(U) consisting of germs of func-

tions which are zero on A. Φ(A) is called the partial differential equation on

(M, M', TΓ) associated with A. The subvariety J?°Φ(A) of (pYι)'\U) will be

denoted by P(A). The following well-known theorem will be used later.

THEOREM III. 3. Let A be a closed submanifold of an open set U in Jι(M,

M\ π). Assume that (Φ(A), (M, M\ π)) is in involution at any Xin A. Then

P(A) is a closed submanifold of (pi+1)'\U)f Φ(P(A)) = P(Φ{A)), and (Φ{P(A)),

(Mt M\ π)) is in involution at any (l+D-jet in P(A). Moreover (HA), Ay

Pι+1) is a fibered manifold with connected fibers.

Chapter IV. Continuous infinite pseudo-groups of E. Cartan

In this chapter, relations between the continuous infinite pseudo-groups of

E. Cartan and the infinite formal Lie (/v)-groups will be studied. Unfortunately,

the relations seem to be not simple. However, when we limit our attention to
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the transitive case, we have a very simple relation. In § 1, we introduce the

notion of continuous pseudo-groups of transformations in manifolds. We adopt

here "a definition which is analytically topological. In so doing, we avoid the

direct use of differential systems in involution in the definition, and, in stead,

we construct a differential system in involution such that it characterizes the

given continuous pseudo-group of transformations and which we shall use in

order to develop the theory. We define next the notion of parameter infinite

Lie (F)-groups of continuous pseudo-groups of transformations, and parameteriz-

ing the transformations we prove their existence. In §2, depending on the

results in § 1, we derive the structure equations of continuous pseudo-groups

of transformations. After we introduce the notion of isomorphic prolongations

of continuous pseudo-groups of transformations in § 3, we define in § 4 an equi-

valence relation on the collection of all continuous pseudo-groups of transforma-

tions. Continuous infinite pseudo-groups of E. Cartan are then defined as

equivalence classes of the relation. Our fundamental result, which will be proved

in § 5, states that the transitive continuous pseudo-groups of transformations

are in the same class if and only if their parameter infinite Lie (F) -groups are

isomorphic.

Our description of the theory of continuous infinite pseudo-groups of E.

Cartan here is not intended to give a systematic account of the theory, in

stead, it is intended to give the definitions and properties which we need to

understand the results and proofs in § 5. By this reason, several important

theorems of the theory which are not necessay for our purpose, are omitted.

In this chapter, the adjective "real analytic" will be omited as in the preceed-

ing chapter.

§ 1. Continuous pseudo-groups of transformations and their parameter

formal Lie (F)-groups

Let M be a manifold. By a homeomorphism element of M we mean a

homeomorphism / of a non-empty open set U{f) in M onto an open set V{f)

in M. U(f) and V(f) are called the domain and the range of /, respectively.

f1 is again a homeomorphism element. If g is another homemorphism element

of M and if U(g) Π V(f) is not empty, we say that the composition of / and

g is defined, and the composition g°f is a homeomorphism oίf'\U{g) Π V(f))

onto g(U{g) 0 V{f)). When U(f) Π U is not empty where U is an open set
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in M, we mean by f\U the homeomorphism element obtained from / by

restricting the domain to UΓ\U(f). If U(g) contains £/(/) and if / = g\ U(f),

we say that g is an extension of /. Let ψ be a differential form defined on a

connected open set U in M. If V(f)Γ\U is not empty, denote by f*φ the

differential form on f~λ( V(f) Π £7) induced by / from the restriction of ψ to

F(/) ΠU. If ^ and /*<? coincide on f'\V{f) Π U) Π U, we shall write for

simplicity ψ=f*ψ. Such ψ is called an invariant differential form of /.

Denote by Gι{M) the manifold of all invertible /-jets of M into M For X

in Gι{M) denote by a(X) and β(X) the source and the target of X, respectively.

(Gι{M), M, a) and (Gι(M), M, β) are fibered manifolds. For any homeo-

morphism element / of Λf, / ( / ) = {./*(/) I x^ U(f)) is a submanifold of Gι(M).

Denote by pι(f) the homeomorphism element of Gι(M) such that its domain is

tf'H£/(/)) and such that, for any X in the domain,

(l) ίpι(f)i(x) = x°(Λ(f)Γ\

where x^aiX). Clearly β ° (/>*(/)) = β.

A collection ® of homeomorphism elements of M is called a pseudo-group

of transformations in M, or a pseudo-group in M for simplicity, if it satisfies

the followind conditions: (1°) If / is in © then f1 is in ®, (2°) if both /

and g are in © and if f°g can be defined then f°g is in (S. © is called a

transitive pseudo-group if for any two points x and x1 there is an element /

in © such that fix) -x'. For x in Mt denote by (&x the collection of all / in

@ such that Uif) contains x and such that f(x)=x. For any two elements

/ and g in ®x the composition of / and g is always defined. Denote by

Gι

x(M) the set of all invertible /-jets X such that a(X) = j9(X) = #. Gi(M) is a

Lie group. We generally denote by fix) the /-jet of the identity mapping at

x. Thus /'(*) is the identity element of Gι

x(M). Denote by ®ί the set of all

X in Gi(M) such that there is an element / in ® such that X-/*(/). ®i is

a subgroup of GιΛM). Let Mi be a manifold. Denote by U an open set in M.

By a (analytic) family on £7" in ®, with the parameter manifold Mϊy we mean

that, for any point y in Mi, an element /^ in ® is associated in such a way

that C/ί/3"') 2 U and that the function fy(x) is real analytic for (y, x) in Mi x U.

DEFINITION IV. 1. A pseudo-group ® m # manifold M is said to be continuous

if it satisfies the following four conditions.
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(1°) There is an integer k such that, for l>h, ®* is closed and connected

for any x in M and the dimension of ©i is independent of x.

(2°) There is a fibered manifold (M, M\ π) such that it satisfies the follow-

ing conditions:

(2°. 1) for any f in ©, π° f = π for any x} y in M such that π{x) = π(y),

there is f in © such that f(x) - y;

(2°. 2) for any y in M, there is an open neighborhood U of y and there

is a family fx'x' on U in ©, with the parameter manifold Uf = {(#, x')\ πix)

= τr l* ' ) }c j7x ut such that fx>x'(x) =>xf.

(3°) A homeomorphism element f in M is in © if and only if, for any

connected component U of £/(/), f\U is in ©.

(4°) Let f be a homeomorphism element in M such that U{f) is connected.

If there is a point x in Uίf) such that fix) = x and jι

x(f) e ®ί for any /, then

there is an element g in © which coincides with f on a neighborhood of x.

Remark: When © is transitive, M1 reduces to a point. (M, M\ π) is

called the fibered manifold of invariants of %.

DEFINITION IV. 2. Denote by Aι(®) the set of all X in Gι(M) such that

X = jlx(f) for an element f in ®.

PROPOSITION IV. 1. //© is continuous, AιW&) = A1 is a closed submanifold

of G\M). pιΐ\AlJtl)=Aι. For any f in ®, pι(f) preserves A1.

Proof. By definitions, it is clear that p\f) preserves A1 for / in © and

that pι+1(Aι+1) = A1. To show that A1 is a submanifold, we first construct

coordinate systems with center I1(XQ). Take small neighborhoods %? of Iι(xύ) and

U of XQ such that, for any x in U and for any X in Gι

x(M) Π Y/, there is a

unique one parameter subgroup Xt in Gι

x(M) such that X1 = X, We can assume

that U satisfies the condition (2°. 2). Take a submanifold W of U such that π

induces a bΐjective mapping of W to an open set in M'. We can choose £7 and

W such that π(W) - π{U) and W^x0. Choose Yu . . . , Yd in ©ί0 Π & such

that (ίi, . . . , frf)-> F{1 Q " 7 ? is a coordinate system with center l\x^) in

@i0 for Url<l. Take/r in ©*0 such that Yr=-jl

XfSf*'x*°fr). Replacing ϋ and

FT by smaller neighborhoods if necessary, we can assume that fr is defined on

U and fx''x is defined on /,(£/). For w; in FT, set Yr(w) = j?(f/r'W}'w°fr).
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Clearly Yr(w) e ©L and Yr(xo) - Yf. If we choose w and U sufficiently small,

then Yr(ιv) ^®l

wn?/ and Yr(ιvΫ e ®!

w. Since dimension of @i is independent

of x, Yιiw)tLc oYd(w)t(i is a coordinate system in ©L for ί/ r |<ε . Denote

by w(#) the point in W such that 7r(w;(#)) = π(x). w(x) is real analytic in x.

For (#, x1) in £/' and Ui, . . . , td), set

ΛU, #', tu . . . , /</)

Clearly, λ maps ί/'x{|f, |<e} real analytically onto an open set in A1. For

any Xo in A\ take / i n (3 such that Xo = j1

Xo(f)'1 where x0 = β(Xΰ). Thenpι(f)

maps Iι(xo) to Zo. Thus pι(f)°λ maps £/' x {|ί r |<e} real analytically onto an

open neighborhood of Xo in A1, because pι(f) induces a homeomorphism element

of A1. It is clear that these coordinate systems are related to each other real

analytically. Thus A1 is a real analytic submanifold of Gι(M). It remains to

show that A1 is closed. Take a sequence Xn in A1 converging to X. Since

rλot(Xn)) =π(β{Xn))> it follows that π(a(X)) =π(βiX)). Therefore there is /

in © such that f(aiX)) = β(X). Considering jiιX)(Γ1)°X instead of X, we

can assume without loss of generality that X is in Gι

x(M). By a similar con-

struction as that of the coordinate mapping ?., we show easily that there is a

homeomorphism of U'xGιAM) onto (a xβ)~\U')( <Ξ Gι(M)) which sends U' x ©ί

onto Λ̂ Π (a x β)~ι(Ux U), where £7 is a sufficiently small neighborhood of x

and C7' = {(.?, y) π(y) =π(y')) ^Ux U. On the other hand ®ί is closed in

Gί(Λί). Therefore A7 Π U x βΓ\Ux U) is closed in (axβΓ\Uxlf), and so

.X is in A1. Thus A7 is closed and this finishes the proof.

Denote by pi and p2 the projections of Mx M to the first and the second

factors, respectively. (MxM, M} p{) is a fibered manifold. For any homeo-

morphism element / of M, U(f) ^> x-+(x, fix)) e Mx Mis a local cross-section

/' of (MxM, M} pi). By mapping fx(f) to jι

x(f), we have a canonical injection

of Gι(M) into /(AfxΛf, M, pi) (cf. §1, Chapt. III). We will identify Gι(M)

with an open subset of fiMxM, M, pi) by the above injection. Set Φι((&)

= Φ(AH®)), the partial differential equation on (MxM, M, pi) associated with

the closed submanifold Az(@) of the open set Gι(M) in /'(MxM, M,"pi) (cf.

the end of Chapt. III).

PROPOSITION IV.2. A/M(@) c K A ' ί S ) ) , or equivalents,
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Proof, Take X<> in A1. Let w be a function defined on an open neighborhood

U of Zo such that iv = 0 on A* Π ί/. Take / i n © such that Z o = ; ί o ( / ) . Then

?t '(/*(/))=0. We have diw-μr1) ~ (DJ(to))dxj(moά 77U+1', ( M x M , M, p,)0.

Since 77(7 4-1) and dUup0/*"1) vanish on the submanifold f'~ι(f), we have

0. Hence DJtv^0 on (pί+1)"J(Γ/) Π Aι+1. Thus Φ(/

DEFINITION IV. 8. Let © 6e a pseudo-group in M. Denote by ©~ the collec-

tion of all liomeomorphism element f in M such that for any x in U(f) there

is an element g in @ such that f and g coincide on a neighborhood of x. It

is clear that ©~ is again a pseudo-group in M. ©~ is called the completion of

©. When © = ©~, we say that © is complete.

It is easy to verify that ©" is continuous if and only if © is continuous.

THEOREM IV. 1. Let © be a continuous pseudo-group in M. Take x in M.

Then there is an open neighborhood U of x such that for an integer U = h(x)

the folloivings are satisfied:

(1°) For any fixed />/ι, a homeomorphism elemen f of M surh that

U(f) c U is in ©" if and only if / ( / ) is in A ;(©),

(2°) Aι+\@>)n«-H.U)=P(A!(®))n<χ-ί(U) for any / > / „

(3°) (^(©X (MxM, M, Pi)) is in involution at any X in Λ ;(©) Π a~\U)

for any l>lι.

Proof. Denote by i the identity mapping of M. Setting /° = the graph

of i, x°^x, Φι^φ\%) in Theorem III. 2., we find that Φι{%) is in involution

at f(x') and Φι+ι(&) - P ( ^ ( © ) ) on a neighborhood of ?+λ(x') for A;'sufficiently

near x and for sufficiently large /. Take a neighborhood U of x and h such

that the above holds for xf GE U and for l^U. Take X in A1 such that β(X)

^xr is in U. Choose / in © such that X = j\>(fY\ Then pι(f) induces an

isomorphism of $'(©) at X to φ\%) at /'(ΛΓO. Therefore ^7(®) is in involution

at X and A/ + 1(©) and P(Aι(&)) coincide on a neighborhood of X. On the

other hand, the mapping Y-> Y~ι induces a homeomorphism of A/(©) onto itself.

Therefore (2°) and (3C) hold for U and /.

By the definition of Az(©), it is clear that / ( / ) is in Aι(&) for / in ©.

Assume conversely that / ( / ) is in A\($) for an integer / > / t and that U(f)
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is in U. Then by (2C), / ( / ) is in Az'(©) for any /'>/. We will show that

there is g in © such that / and g coincide on a neighborhood of any fixed #o

in U. Take h in © such that M/(*o)) = *o (cf. the condition (2.1) in Def.

IV. 1.). Since Aι'(<&) is preserved under pι\h'λ), f(f°h) is also in A'Ί©).

Since f°h(x') = xf, where * ' = /(ΛO), and / ( S ) n G ί ' ( M ) = 6ί', the condition

(4C) in Def. IV. 1. implies that there is g' in © such that /°/z = g' on a neigh-

borhood of x1. Thus gloh~ι in © and / coincide on a neighborhood of Xo.

Therefore (10) holds.

Conversely we have the following:

THEOREM IV. 2. Let © be a pseudo-group in a manifold M. Assume that

there is a closed submanifold A of Gι(M) for an integer I satisfying the fol-

lowing conditions:

(1°) Af)Gx(M) is a {non-empty) subgroup of Gι

x(M) for any x in M;

(2°) (Φ(A), (MxM, M, pi)) is in involution at Iι(x) for any x in M,

ivhere pi is the projection to the first factor

(3°) there is a closed submanifold N of MxM such that {A, N, axβ) is

a fibered manifold and each of its fiber is connected,'

(4C) (JV, Mt px) is a fibered manifold and each of its fiber is connected;

(5°) a homemorphism element f of M is in © if and only if / ( / ) is in A.

Then © is a continuous pseudo-group in M and A = Aι(®).

We first prove the following lemma:

LEMMA VI. 1. Let © be a pseudo-group in a manifold M. Assume the fol-

lowing for an integer I;

(1°) A = A'(@) is a closed submanifold of Gι{M)

(2°) AΠGι

x(M) is a {non-empty) connected subgroup of Gι

x(M) for any x

in Ml

(3°) {Φ{A), (MxM, M, p^) is in involution at any X in A;

(4°) a homeomorphism element f of M is in ® if and only if j (/) is in A.

Then the same conditions are satisfied for any V > /. Moreover A/+Λ(©) = Ph(A).

Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the case I1 = 1+1. By Theorem

III. 3., P(A) is a closed submanifold of Gι+1(M). By the same theorem

(Φ(P(A)), (MxM, M, pi)) is in involution at any ZinP(A). Therefore there

is an integral F of (Φ(P(A)), (MxM, M, pd) such that Z = jι

a\l){F). Hence
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by (4C) and Prop. III. 4 there is / in © such that Z = j!

a

+

{}Λf) Since A/+1(©)

cP(A) by Prop. IV. 2, it follows that Pi A) = Am(@). In particular, Am(@)

is a closed submanifold of Gι+1(M). The last conclusion in Theorem III. 3

implies that A/+1ί(S) Π Gι

x

+1(M) is connected. Since P(A) = A/+1(@), (Φ(Aι+H@>)),

{MxM, M, pi)) is in involution at any Z in A/+1(@) by Theorem III.3. The

condition (4°) for / + 1 is also satisfied by Prop. III. 4.. This finishes the proof

of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2. Denote by N1 the set of all (x, y) in MxM such

that f(χ)=y for an element / in ©. Set Nx = {y^Ml ixt y) e N}> N'x
= {y(ΞM; (AT, y)<=N'}. By (5°) N'XQN, and by (4°) Nx is a connected

manifold. (2°) and (5°) imply that there is a neighborhood U% of x in Nx such

that for any iv in ££ there is /* in © such that fx{x) = w. Take jy in Λfi and

/ i n © such that /(*) - v. Then- / > / ( * ) = M;, and so ^ c N'XQNX. Since

dim iV̂  = dimiVy, ί/v is a neighborhood of y in iVr. Therefore JVi is open in

Nx, If y is not in M, the same argument shows that N'x Π C/i is empty. Hence

Nx is closed in Nx. Since iV* is connected by (4°) and Nx is not empty, we

have Nί - Nx. Therefore, iV= iV'.

Set A' = ̂ r (©). We will show that A'= A By (5°) A ' c A Since /'(*)

e A by ( l c ), the identity mapping of M is in ®. Hence 7Z(Λ;) G A'. (2°)

implies that, for any I in A sufficiently near I!(x), there is an integral F of

the partial differential eqution (Φ(A), {MxM, M, pi)) such that F(a(X)) = X.

Therefore, by (5°), there is / e ® such that X = j[{X)(f). Hence A = A1 on a

neighborhood of Iι(x). Since AΠGi(M) is a connected subgroup by (1°) and

(3°), and coincide with a subgroup A'Γ\GιΛM) on a neighborhood of Iι(x), it

follows that A Π Gi(Λf) - Λ' Π G (̂M) for any x in Λf. Now, take any X in A.

Since (α(X), /9(Z)) = (x, y) is in N=Nf, there is / in (S such that fix) = y.

Then prif'1) induces a homemorphism of A'nGy(M) onto A'ftGxyλM), where

G^(M) - (a x /9)"!(.r, v). Since A' Π G^(M) - A H Gy(M) and A Π G/rj(M) are

manifolds of the same dimensions by (3°), it follows that A'Γ\Gxy(M) is an

open submanifold of A Π Gxy(M). Since pι(f~ι) induces a homeomorphism of

Gy(M) onto Gty(M), and A'ΠGJ (M) is closed in Gι

y(M)} its image A' Π G^(Λί)

is closed in G.v3>(Λf) and so is closed in AΠGiy(M). Since AΠG^(Λf) is con-

nected by (3°), it follows that A Π Giv(M) = A' Π Gi^(il/). In particular .Y is in

A', Therefore A ^ ι
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Since A = A1 {<$>), for any X in A there is / in (S such that pι{f((ΐι{χ))

X, where x-β(X). Because pι(f) is a homeomorphism element of A = A!(®)t

pι{f) induces an isomorphism of Φ(A) at X onto Φ(A) at Iι(x). Therefore,

(Φ(A)

y (MxM, My pi)) is in involution at any X in A. Thus the condition in

Lemma IV. 1 is satisfied for (S. Therefore ®* is a connected subgroup for any

/'>/. Since A/+Λ(®) = P*( A), the last conclusion of Theorem III. 3 implies

that dim (S* is independent of x. Thus the condition (1°) in Del IV. 1 is satisfied

for <S.

In order to show that the condition (2°) in Def. IV. 1 is satisfied for ($, we

construct a fibered manifold (M, M\ π) of invariants of (S. We say that x is

equivalent to y when (x, y) is in A7'. Clearly this is an equivalence relation.

Denote by M the class of x. Let M be the set of classes under this equi-

valence relation. Since N=N!, Zxl = ίyl if and only if (x, y) is in N. Hence

Aτx is the set of points .y such that M = [vl By (4°), Nx is a closed sub-

manifold of M. Take a (not necessarily closed) submanifold W in M passing

through x such that the tangent vector spaces to W and to Nx at x intersect

only at the origin and such that they generate the tangent vector space to M.

Take a coordinate system (iv]y . . . , ιvm) in W with center x. We define a

coordinate system in M1 by ί(ιvi, . . . , wm)l. Since Nx is connected by (4°),

these coordinates systems at M are related real analytically when we change

the representative x and the coordinate system (w). Then it will be clear that

these coordinate systems are related real analytically when we change [>].

Thus M! is a manifold. Set π{x) - M . Then it is clear that (Λf, M\ π) is a

fibered manifold and the condition (2°. 1) in Def. IV. 1 is satisfied for @. The

condition (2C.2) follows from our assumption (2υ). The verification of the

condition (3°) in Def. IV, 1 is trivial. Assume now that / satisfies the assump-

tion in (4C) in Def. IV. 1. Since AW l)®) = P^A1^)) for any fc>0, and A^A((S)

is a real analytic submanifold, it follows that / ( / ) is in A1. Therefore / is in

© by our assumption (5°). Thus we proved that ® is continuous.

DEFINITION IV. 4. A pair (®, p) of a continuous pseudo-group (S on a

manifold M and of a point p in M is called a local continuous pseudo-group in

M at χ\

In order to introduce the notion of parameter infinite Lie (F)-groups of

local continuous pseudo-groups, we make the following preliminaries. Let G
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be a formal Lie (F)-group over the field R of real numbers (cf. Chapt. II).

We say that G is an infinite Lie (F)-group, when the parameter space of G

is HΏ(S) for a system of characters S and when G is the formalization of

germs of analytic mappings of Jό/B{S)+,J&']R(S) into e i ^ ( S ) (cf. the end of

§4 Chapt. I). By an infinite Lie (F)-group G, we often mean also the germ

of analytic mappings of J(/B(S)+,J^n(S) into tJtfn{S) determined by the

formal mapping G, and so often use the bold letter G instead of G. The degree

and the multiplicity of HΉ(S) are called the degree and the multiplicity of G,

respectively. The germ of analytic mappings of J^V' + df/™ into c ^ « Λ de-

termined by τJίu in (C) §5 Chapt. I is an infinite Lie (F)-group, which is

called the general infinite Lie (F)-group in ^-dimensional space. We denote it

by GIL(n).

DEFINITION IV. 5. An infinite Lie (F)-group G is called a parameter infinite

Lie (F)-group, or a parameter group, in short of a local continuous pseudo-

group (®, p) in M if there is a coordinate neighborhood £/= {(xh . . . , χn)

\Xi\<ε) with center p in M with the following conditions:

(1°) There is a germ of analytic mappings F of the parameter space

,y/R(S) ofG into J&nH such that F is a representation of G into GIL(n)

there is a germ F' of analytic mappings of <.¥/"* into ^'/E(S) such that F ' °F

is the identity mapping.

(2°) There are strictily positive real numbers ux and a, and an integer k

such that F is defined on Jf/B{u, uka) for any u<Uι and such that F satisfies

the following conditions: If ξ is in J*ZJ\S\ u, uka) for a real number u<U\,

there is a homeomorphism element f in © such that U(f) contains p and such

that f coincides with f*ιV on a neighborhood of p, ivhere ive identified U icith

a domain in Rn by the coordinate system (x) and / l p κ ; ) is the homeomorphism

element in U defined in (C) §5, Chapt. I.

(3°) There are strictiy positive real numbers ιι[ and a\ and an integer k'

ivith the folloiving conditions: If -q is in ^JC/r£\u> uk>ar) for a real number

u < u[ and if f' coincides ivith a homeomorphism element f in (5 on a neig-

hborhood of p then (F(F'(τ?)) = rh

DEFINITION IV. 6. The collection of the coordinate system (x) on U, F, and

¥' as in Def IV. 5 will be called a realization of G as (©, r>).
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From the definition it follows immediately the following:

PROPOSITION IV.3. A collection {U, F, F'} is a realization of (©, p) if and

only if it is a realization of (©", p).

THEOREM IV. 3. Let (©, p) be a continuous local pseudo-group in M. Then

there is a parameter infinite Lie (F)-group of (©, p).

Proof. Take an integer / so large that the contention in Thereom IV. 1

holds. Take a coordinate system (xu . - , xn) in M with center p. Take a

coordinate system of the form Xi°pu . . . , xn°Pu Xi° fa - Xi°βi> . - , Xnopz

- Xn°Pu vu . . . , va in Jι(MxM, M, pt) with center f(p), where pi and p2 are

the canonical projections to the first and the second factors of MxM. Remark

that we identified Gι(M) with an open subset of f(Mx M, M, pi). We choose

the coordinate system such that jι(ι) is represented by Xj°pi - Xj°P\ = vL = υ%

= =0, where i is the identity mapping of M Since (0?(($), (MxM, M,

pi)) is involution at l'(p) by Theorem IV. 1, there is a parameterization mapp-

ing of integrals of (Σ{Φι ((&)), G\M)y a) at fip) with respect to the coordinate

system, i.e. there is a system of characters S and a pair of germs of real

analytic mappings F", P"' of J^R(S) into J&T and of J<?T into JfB(S)

which satisfy the condition in Def. III. 3, where m + n is the dimension of G}(M).

-η in <^β/nR can be considered as a local cross-section x-+(x, xΛ-fi(x)) of

(MxM, M9 pi). Also C in J&'™R can be considered as a local cross-section

of (Gι(M), M, a) in terms of the coordinate system (x°pι, x°pt- x°p\, Vι, . ) .

Using this identification, j\η) in Jίf™B is defined for -η in Jάf™, and axβ(C)

in cj^T for C in jtfT We have Co: x β(OΊj(x) =Cj(x) for j = 1, . . . , n. Set

F(S)=α:x0(F~(f)) for ς in J^B(S), and F'(τ?) = F"'(/(τ?)) for T? in c ^ ^ ,

provided they have meanings. F and F' are germs of analytic mappings of

Λ/F(S) into ,y/nR and of ,#/T into <y/R(S), repsectively. Define a germ of

analytic mappings of CJ^B(S) + Λ/RiS) into JC/RiS) by the formula:

where M is the multiplication in GIL(n). It is clear that G is an infinite Lie

(F)-group and F is a representation of G into GlL(n). By the condition of

parameterization mapping, it follows immediately that the coorίdnate system

ix), F, and F' form a realization of G as (©, p). This finishes the proof of
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Theorem IV. 3.

By a vector field element f in a manifold M} we mean a vector field defined

on a non-empty open set U(f) in M. Let ξ be a function defined on a neig-

hborhood of x. Denote by fx ξ the derivative of ξ to the direction of the

vector ix attached at x by f. Denote by /• ξ the function fx ξ where x is the

variable. Let f* be a family of homeomorphism elements of M on an open set

U with the parameter space -ε<t<ε. Assume that f is the identity mapp-

ing of U when t = 0. Then we can define a vector field element f on U such

that for any x in U and for any function ξ on a neighborhood of x, fx ξ

= (-^τJ?(/ί(Λr))ί=o. f i s called the vector field element defined by the family

/*, and will be denoted by 0/'/3ί)/=o. For any vector field element f and for

any x in U(f), it is known that there is an open neighborhood U of x and

there is a family / ' of homeomorphism elements of M on U such that the

restriction of f to U is equal to (3/V3ί)/=o. Let g be a vector field element

in M. If U(f) Π Z7(g) is not empty, we say that the commutator of f and g

is defined, and the commutator [f, g] is the vector field on £/(/) Π U(g) such

that

for any function ξ defined on a neighborhood of x.

Let f be a vector field element in M. We define a vector field element

p\f) in f(M) such that its domain is a~\U(f)) as follows: For any pint x

in U(f) take a one-parameter family of homeomorphism elements / ' such that

Of*/dt)t-~o is equal to f on a neighborhood of x> then p\f) is equal to

(d(pI(ft))/dt)t=o on a neighborhood of a~1(x). If the commutator of f and g

is defined, so is the commutator of pι{f) and pι(g) and

/(If, g ] ) - [ / ( f ) , / ( g ) l

A collection 2 of vector field elements in M is called a Lie pseudo-algebra

in M if it satisfies the following conditions: If f and g is in 8 and if U(f)

Π£7(g) is not empty then [f, g] and Λf-fμg are in 2, where λ, μ are real

numbers. Let ® be a pseudo-group in M. A vector field element f in M is

said to belong to (S when for any point x in U(f) there is a neighborhood U

of x and there is a one-parameter family f* on U in © such that f and

V ί - o coincide on a neighborhood of x. The set 2 of vector field ele-
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ments in M which belong to (8 is a Lie pseudo-algebra in M. 8 will be called

the Lie pseudo-algebra associated with ©.

A pair of a Lie pseudo-algebra in M and a point in M is called a local Lie

pseudo-algebra in M. As in the case of pseudo-group we introduce the notion

of parameter algebras of local Lie pseudo-algebras. Let L be a formal Lie (F)-

algebra over the field R of real numbers. We say that L is an infinite Lie

(F)-algebra, when the parameter space of L is H^iS) for a system of characters

S and when L is the formalization of a germ of analytic mappings of ίJ\/R{S)

+ ;Jύ'p(S). By an infinite Lie (F)-algebra, we often mean also the germ of

analytic mappings determined by the formal mapping L, and so often use the

bold letter L instead of L. The formal Lie (F)-algebra associated with GILiir

is an infinite Lie (F)-algebra, which will be denoted also by GIL(n). An in

finite Lie (F) -algebra L is called a parameter Lie algebra of a local Lie pseudo-

algebra (8, p) in a manifold Λf, if there is a coordinate system U^ {(xu - >

Xn)'> \xj\<e) in M with center p satisfying the following conditions:

(1°) There is a germ of analytic mappings F of the parameter space

^&n(S) of L into ,y/nnl scuh that F is a homorphism of L into GILin) there

is a germ of analytic mappings F' of <.y/nΊ* into CJ^J'(S) such that F'°F is the

identity mapping of cJ^p(S).

(2°) There are strictly positive real numbers uι and a, and an integer k

such that F is defined on J^I}(S\ u, uka) for any ιι<uι and such that F

satisfies the following conditions: If ξ is in rJΫ^R(S', ιι, uka) for a real number

u<uχ then the vector field Fj(ξ)(d/dXj) is in 2".

(3°) There are strictly positive real numbers u[ and a1 and an integer k1

with the following conditions: If η is in cJ&nP(u, uk>a1) for a real number

u<u[ and if the vector field i?/O/&r/) is in 8" then F(F'(>)) = y. The collec-

tion of £7, F, and of F' such as above will be called a realization of L as (8, p).

The following theorem is easy to prove:

THEOREM IV. 4. Let (©, p) be a local continuous pseudo-group in a manifold

M. Take a parameter group G of (®, #). Let a collection {U, F, F'} be a

realization of G as (©, £>). Denote by 2 the Lie pseudo-algebra in M'associated

ΐvith ®. Let L be infinite Lie (F)-algebra associated ivith G. Then L is a

parameter algebra of (2, tf) Λwd f7z<? collection {U, (c?F)o, (c?FM0} is a realization

of la as (8, ιi).
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§ 2. S t r u c t u r e equat ions

Let D be a domain {(#,, . . . , # „ ) ; l#/l <ε} T h e n Gι{D) is a domain in

a space (xh . . . , # r t , yu - • , jy«> />), where i> = ( . . . , pj1'"'*, . . . ) (z>< /,

pJjι'"JV is symmetric with respect to permutat ions of indices /i, . . . , Λ) , by

setting # = a:(30, jy = β(X), and

where χ = j[(f) and /(*') - W*'), . . . , /«(*')). Let ej(x) and ^ '"^(.τ) be

the linear functionals dxj and dpJjr"J'v on the tangent vector space to G\D) at

/'(*), respectively. Take X^jίif) in G'(£>). Then by the definition ίp!(/Ώ{X)

= /'(jO, where jy = β{X). Hence //(/) induces a linear mapping p(f)* of the

conjugate space of the tangent vector space to Gι(D) at f(y) to the conjugate

space of the tangent vector space to Gι{D) at X Set (<Fj)χ = p\ff{ejiy)),

{φγ-j*)x= pι(f)* (eγ"'κ(y)). It is clear that (<pi)x and κ<f- j Γ " h ) x do not depend

upon the choice of / such that X = fx(f)i provided v<l-l. It is also clear

that there are (real analytic) differential forms ιψj and ιψjv"^(p< l-l) on

Gι(D) such that linear functionals of the tangent vector space at X assigned

by ιψj and V/1 >7v are equal to (ψj)x and (ψjv"J^)x, respectively. By the defini-

tion pιi *{ιψj) =ι'ψj and plι'*(ι<fjv"h) =ι'<pJ}ι'"j» for / '>/ . Therefore we will drop

index / and write ψj, ψY'"J" (instead of ιψj, ιψγ'"j") as far as no confusion

can occur. Also we will consider <fj as the case v = 0 of ψJjv"J^.

Let (©, p) be a local continuous pseudo-group in a manifold M. Let (M,

M', 7r) be the fibered manifold of invariants of &. Take a coordinate system

U= {{xu . , Xn) l#, |<ε} in Λf with center p such that (#i, . . . , Xh) can

be considered as a coordinate system in Mf with center 7r(p) for an integer

h (0<h<n). Set A'(©| C7) = A'ί©) Π Gι(U). For / in ©", p!(f) preserves

ΛZ((S). We will denote by the same letter p\f) its restriction to Aι(®\U).

PROPOSITION IV. 4. Let h be a function defined on an open set V in Aι{®).

If h^pι(f) =• h for any f in ©, there is a function hf defined on β( V) such that

h - hf°β. If moreover V is in Aι((&\U), then h is a function of Xι°ay . . . , Xh°<x,

Proof For X in A\<&), take / i n © such that X = fx(f). Then ίpι(f)l{X)

= //(/3(AΊ). Therefore pι(®) is a pseudo-group of fiber preserving transforma-

tions of (Aι(®)> My β), which induces the identity mapping on M and which
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is transitive on the fibers. Hence there is a function hf on β(V) such that

h = h'°β. The last assertion clearly holds because Xi°β = Xι°u, . . . , Xh° β

= xh°a on Aι(®\U).

We identify the open set U- {(x); \xj\<ε) with a domain D in Rn. Thus

the differential forms <pjv"J* defined in the beginning of this section is defferential

forms on Gι( U) c Gι{M). Denote by 'ωjι'"h the restriction of ψψ"^ on A\% \ U).

PROPOSITION IV. 5. Let 'ω be a Pfaffian form on an open set V in Aι{®\ ϋ).

Assume that pι{f) * fω - fω for any f in %. Then locally we have fω

= (βjv~j\oβ)Ό)jι'"J* + β*Φ (v<l—l), where aj,...^, and ψ are functions and a

differential form defined on β(V), respectively.

Proof. Take qh . . . , qnn among pγ'"jι such that dqi form a base of 1-forms

on each fiber {Aι(®\U)t AιΉ®\U)9 p\-ι). We can write

('ω)ιhy) = aj{y)dxj + ai...ja(y)dpjv"Ja + bHy)dyj + cλ(y)dqλ, (l<σ£l-l).

Therefore by the definition of fωjv"^ we have

{'ω)χ = aj(β(X)) 'ωj + aj1'"Jσ(β(X))fωj/'"Jσ + bj(β(X))dyj +ζ,

where ξ is a differential form such that {ς)iiίy) = cλ{y)dqλ. On the other hand,

for any X and X' in Aι(®) with pL^X) = p/_1(X;), there is / in © such that

ΐpι{f)l(X)=X' and such that pi-ilp'ίfMX") = βl-ΛX") for any X" in Aι(®)

with (axβ)(X") = (axβ)(X). Therefore (ξ)ji{y) = O. Since ξ is invariant

under pι(<$), ζ is zero. This finishes the proof.

Denote by pi and p2 the projection of Gι(D)xGι(D) to the first and the

second factors, respectively. Let ΣD be the differential system on G\D) X Gι{D)

generated by

(2) 2V. βjOfr-βjofr, pίφ-^-pΐφj1"'^ (0<v<Ll-l),

and their exterior derivatives. Now take a cross-section R of the fibered

manifold (G^D), D, α). Denote by κR the mapping of Gι(D) into GZ(D) x Gι(D)

defined by

(3) κs(X) = iR(aiX)), R(a{X))°X-1).

KR is an injection of the manifold Gι{D) and the image of tcR is the submanifold

{(Rix), Y); XΪΞD, YΪΞG\D), β(Y) ̂ β(R(x))}. For any homeomorphism
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element h of D, f(h) is a local cross-section of {Gι{D), D, a). Since κR(jι{h))

is a submanifold of Gι(D)xGικD) expressed parametrically by (R(x)t

R{x)-/X(h)'1) = (R(x), tpl(h)l(R(x))) and since pι(h) * ^ r " ' v = f/ι'"'y\ it follows

that jιih) is an integral of KB{ΣD). On the other hand, Gι{D) is canonically

identified with with an open submanifold of f(J°(D), D, a) (cf. Chapt. III. 1).

Then by the definition of 77(1; (J°(D), D, a)) it follows that KR(ΣD) is con-

tained in 77(1; {J°{D), D, ex)) (cf. the paragraph preceeding Prop. III. 1). By

counting the number of linearly independent elements, we find that

(4) XR(ΣD) = Π(l; (J°{D), D, a)).

PROPOSITION IV. 6. There is an integer h such that for any I > h the fol-

lowing holds: Let F be a homeomorphism element of Aι(%\U) and let X° be in

U(F). Then the following ttvo conditions are equivalent:

(1°) there is a homeomorphism element f in ©~ defined on a neighborhood

of x° = a{X°) such that F and pι(f) coincide on a neighborhood of X° in A1 ((&),

(2°) F+'ωϊ'-'^^'ωi1'"'* ( 0 ^ * < ; / - l ) , β°F=-β

on a neighborhood of Xc.

Proof By the definition of 'ωJjι'"J\ it is clear that ( l υ ) implies (2°). As-

sume conversely that (2υ) holds. Take g in @ such that X° ~ j^xo^g)'1. Con-

sidering F°pί(g) instead of F, we can assume without loss of generality that

X~7ι(x°). ψi, . . . , ψn are linear combinations of dxiy . . . , dxn with a non-

singular coefficient matrix, and so are fωu . . . , fωn. Hence there is a neig-

hborhood tf of 7\x°) such that for any X in &

(5) F(X)=h(a(X))

where h is a mapping into U defined on a neighborhood of x°.

ΣD defined by the formula (2) can be considered as a differential system

on G\U) x G\U). Denote by Σ® the restriction of ΣD to A\& j U) x Aι(® I U).

Denote by N the submanifold of Aι(®\U) xAι(®\U) expressed parametrically

by ( X F(X)), ( l £ ^ L Since F satisfies (2°), N is an integral of 2®. Let

R be a local cross-section of (Aι(<$\ U), Uy a). Then R is at the same time a

local cross-section of (G!(U), U, a). Denote by the same letter the restriction

of KR (defined by the formula (2)) to A7(©|£/). Then the local cross-section

which send x to (Rix)"^FiRix)))"1 of (Aι(®\U), Uy a) is mapped by κR into
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N. Therefore the local cross-section defined above is an integral of KR{Σ%).

On the other hand, K%(ΣQ) is the restriction of Π(l; (JC{U), U,a))to Aι(®\U)

(cf (4)). Hence by Prop. III. 2, there is a homeomorphism element / of U

defined on a neighborhood of x° such that

(6) R(xr1oF(R(x))=jι

x(fy1'

Therefore F(R(x)) = R(x) * jx( f ) ~ ι . By appling a on the both sides of this

equality, we find by (5) that f(x) -h(x). Thus F is equal to pι(h) on any

local cross-section of (Aιi®\U), U, a). Hence F = pι(h). Now take / so large

that the condition (1°) of Thereom IV. 1 holds for /. Then since fx(h)

=-F(Iι(x))~ι£ΞAι{<3), h is in ®". Thus we finish the proof.

Let ψjv"h (l<v<l) be the invariant Pfaffian form on Gι

ΎXU) such that

(ψJjv"J')s<χ) = (dpil-J»)ii{x). Then

where c's are constants and independent of x, anti-symmetric with respect to

the exchange of (i\ *Ί, . . . , ΰ) and (k\ kXy . . . , k-J. Moreover they are in-

dependent of /, provided / >: v, σ, τ.

LEMMA IV.2. We have on Gι(U) the following equalities:

(l<v, a, τ</-2)

Proof. By the construction, the restriction of <pγ"'^ to %ι

x is equal to ΨΫ'"J*.

On the other hand, when we employ the coordinate system (xt y, p), ψj1'"^

can be expressed as a differential form of (x, p). Therefore we have

Since ĉ 's are invariant under p!(f) for any homeomoephism element / of U,

we can choose the above expression so that a's are constants. Hence it is

sufficient to find a's at fix). This can be done by direct calculation.

We remark that, under the coordinate system U, y, p), φj1'"^ are linear

combinations of dxXi . . . , dxn, . . . , dpkι'"kx, . . . with τ<>v and are linearly
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independent on Gι(U). Therefore we can choose, for each /, 'ωnί-2+i> . . , 'ωnι-L

among fωJjv"Jι~ι on Aι{($>\U) such that 'ωlt . . , , W,., at Λp) are linearly in-

dependent. Take a mapping τ of a neighborhood '&l of 7z(p) in Aι{<§>\U) into

A / + 1 (®| £/) such that p ί u ° r is the identity mapping. Set 'ω[ = r * V i n Take

£f' in ' ^ such that fωu , -'ωΛι. l f 'ω{, . . . , 'ω{«tf (mι = nι-nι-i)9 dyjιt . . . ,

<iyyα form a base of Pfaffian forms on ^ . Then we have for v <, I - 1

cϋj — aj (Ok \/» — - « - > • • • > ? » v '

on ^ ^ where ajι'"h]k is an invarinat function of p*(®). Considering the above

equality for z> = / + l on^f/+1, we find that

Hence by Lemma IV. 2

d'ωi = Y r/'ft fωj Λ fωfe + β?λ 'ωy Λ 'τrl (c{k + c*y = 0, ί, >, ft = 1, . . . , w/-i)

where c/fe and αjλ are invariant functions of pι(®).

PROPOSITION IV. 7. The differential system Σ on (Aι(®\ U) x Aι(® \ U),

Aι(®\U), pi) generated by μί:'ω'i'"j* - p 2 * ' 4 v ' " i v ( 0 ^ v< I- 1), /9/°pi - 0/°p2, βwrf

f/ϊg/r exterior derivatives is in involution at every integral points for any suffi-

ciently large I.

Proof, (i) Denote by Qr the manifold of r-dimensional contact elements

Er to AιxAι, where A ^ A ' ί S l ί / ) , such that dpiEr is still r-dimensional. Let

c&Qr be the set of integral elements in Qr.

(i . l) The case r< n. Let Er be in <&Qr. Assume that there is a local

cross-section R of (A7, £/, α) such that Er is tangent to the submanifold NR

= {(R(x), Y); 0(Y) = β(Rix))} in AιxAι. Then Λ5 1 iEΓ is an integral ele-

ment of κi(Σ) (cf(3)). By (4) and Theorem IV. 1, κ%(Σ) is in involution for

sufficiently large /. Assume further that dκ~kι Er is an ordinary integral element

of KR(Σ). Then there is an integral /, i.e., / in ®, of κ%{Σ) such that dκlιEr

is tangent to the integral manifold / ( / ) . Then Er is tangent to the graph of

pι(f), which is an integral of Σ. Thus the rank of polar equation of Er is

equal to the reduced polar eqution of Er. Denote by (Z°, Y°) the foot point

of Er. Then the tangent vector space to A1 x A1 at (X°, Y°) is spuned by

that of NR at (X°, Y°) and tangent vectors of the form (L, L) where L is an
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tangent vector to A1. By Lemma IV. 2, Σ is generated as an ideal by elements

of the forms: pΐ 0 - pt θ (where d being 1-forms or functions) and linear com-

bination of pt 'ωJjv"j^ ί\ \pι θ - pi θ) (where β being 1-forms). Then it is easy

to check that the rank of reduced polar equation of Er is equal to its restriction

to the tangent vector space to NR, because any tangent vector of the form

(L, L) is a solution of the reduced polar equation of Er. Hence t(Er)=tr,

where tΐ is the rank of the polar equation of the generic integral element of

dimension r of the exterior differential system associated with (φ'ί©), (Mx M,

M, p^) (cf. Theorem IV. 1).

(i.2) The case r>_n. Let Er be in <S?Qr. Assume that Er contains Er

which satisfies the regularity conditions in (i. 1). Then by the similar argument

as in (i. 1) it is easy to check that t(Er) = f*.

(ii) Let E be an iV-dimensional integral element, iV-^dimA7, in QN. We

have to show that there is Er Q E with Er e Qr such that t is a constant func-

tion on a neighborhood of E' in cS?Qr. We can always find Er ς^E with Er e Qr

which satisfies the regularity conditions in (i). Since any integral element

sufficiently near to E also satisfies the same regularity conditions, it is clear

that the function t is the constant t?>, r' = Min(r, n), on a neighborhood of E7

in jfQr. Thus we proved that Σ is in involution at any integral points.

Let τ be a local cross-section of (M, M\ π) defined on a neighborhood of

τr(ί>), say π(U). Denote by Aι(®, τ) the set of X in AιU$\U) such that β(X)

= τiπaiX)). For any / in (§~ such that U(f) Π V(f) c U, pι(f) preserves the

submanifold Az(@, τ). Denote by pι((&, τ) the set of homeomorphism elements

F in Aι{%, τ) with the following conditions: For any X in U(F) there is / in

(§ such that F and pι(f) coincide on a neighborhood of X in U(F). Clearly

pι(®, τ) is a pseudo-group in Aι((§>, τ). Denote by w}l'"jv the restriction of

'aή1'"'* to Aι(®, τ). We denote by the same letter a the restriction to Aι(®, τ)

of a: Gι{U)-^U. (Az(®, r), U, a) is a fibered manifold. By exactly the same

method we used for p\%\U) we prove the following:

PROPOSITION IV. 8. Let (©, p) be a local continuous pseudo group in M.

Denote by (Λί, M\ π) the fibered manifold of invariants of ©. Let U be a

sufficiently small coordinate neighborhood of £. Let τ be a local crosssection of

{My M', π) defined on π(.U). Then we have the following:

( l c ) pι(@>, τ) is a continuous pseudo-group in A;(@, τ) and (A7(©, τ), π(U),
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τz°a) is the fibered manifold of invariants of pι(($, r ) .

(2°) Any Pfaffian form ω defined on an open set in Aι{%, τ) invariant

under any F in pι(($, r) can be expressed as a linear combination of ω7/'"^ in

a neighborhood of each point, with coefficients in the ring of invariant functions.

(3°) A homeomorphism element F of Aι(%, τ) belongs to pι{®, τ) if and

only if π"a°F=F and F* ωjι'"jy> = ωjι"'jy/(0 < v < I- 1).

(4°) The differential system on (Aι(®, τ) x Aι(®, τ), A'(®, τ), Pl) generated

by pi~ωJjv"J^ - β2'ωJjL'"j?v(0< v < I - 1) and π°a°pi- π°<x°p2 is in involution at

every integral point, ivhere pi, p i is the projection to the first and second factors,

respectivly.

Moreover, we have the following:

THEOREM IV. 5. Under the notations in Prop. IV. 8, denote by m the dimen-

sion of Aι{®, τ). Then tve can find an open neighborhood tίι of I!{p) in

Aι((&, τ) and Pfaffian forms ωn^2-u , ω«j_j, π[, . . . , πι

m[ (mi - nι~ nι-ι) on

Wι satisfying the following conditions for sufficiently large I:

(1°) ωι, . . . , ωnι_x, 7r{, . . , 7Γm/ form a base of Pfaffian forms on '//ι and

dωι - 2 ^ωJ Λ 0)k + Λ« λ ωJ A °}λ ( Cΐk + CiJ ~- ° )

a?iκ = 0 (i<nι-2, or j>n)

where cjk and a\x are invariant functions of p\%, r ) .

(2°) A homeomorphism element F of is in pι{&, τ) if and only if

π°a°F=F, F * ω , = ω, ( / = 1 , . . . , nι-ι)

where (M, M\ π) is the fibered manifold of invariants of ($.

(3°) Take a coordinate system (ivh . . . , wn) of M1 on κ°ccWι). The

exterior differential system on {#ιx//1, Wι, pi) generated by

βΐ u)i — p2 ωi, Wr° Pi — Wr° P> l ί = l , . . . , 7ll-ι \ T = 1, . . - , h)

is in involution at each integral points of >y/ιx'//1, ivhere pi, p> is the projec-

tion to the first, second factors, respectively.

Assume that % is transitive on M. Then the base space of the fibered

manifold of invariants of © is a single point. So p in M defines a cross-section

rp of the fibered manifold. We set
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(7)' Al(®9 rp) = A'((3, p), jf/«S, rp) = pι(®, p).

In the remainder of this section, we study relations between c{k, a{x in

Theorem IV. δ. and the bracket operation in the parameter Lie (F)-algebra of

(($, p\ in the case © is transitive. These relations will be used in §5.

Let £ be the Lie pseudo-algebra associated with ©. For f in £ and for X

in Aι(®, τ) Π U(p'(f)), it is clear that (pι(f))x is tangent to Az(©, r). Now,

fix ω, , π[, %fι such as in Theorem IV. 5. Take a system of functions unι.2+u

. . , Unt-,> v\, . , Vrtii o n ^ s u c n ^ - n a t «i, , «n/-i, Vi, . . , ί'mf IS a

coordinate system on ^ and such that

= (d/dui), (τri)2i(j)) = O/dv[)

For f, g in £ such that C7(f) Π C7(g) contains p, set

(ίz(f) i AZ(®

Since ω, is invariant under ^ ί®, r), <ω/, pHf)y is a constant for f in £. Hence

the standard relation between the exterior derivative of Pfaίfian forms and the

bracket of vector fields imply immediately the following: If we set

(8) (/([f, g]) |

then

(9) C, =

LEMMA IV. 3. Z ί̂ f ŵ̂ f g ^^ vector field elements in a domain U in R".

Assume that U(f)Γ\U(g) contains the origin, 0, of Rn. Set fjjx'"h ^tftildx^

'"BXj\ and g j 1 "^ - avg//a*Λ a*Λ, ΛTIJ ^([f, g])=hyO/aAfy)+h51-Λ

{d/dpj1'"**), where (x, y, p) is the coordinate system in Gι{U) associated with

(x) in U. Then

c's αr^ ̂ fz ̂ w zw Lemma IV. 2.

Proof. Take a one-parameter family / ' of homeomorphism elements in U>

with /° = the identity mapping, such that f is equal to (df^dόt^o on a neig-
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hborhood of 0. Then p!(ί) is equal to (dpUf^/dOt-v on a neighborhood of

f(Q). Hence (/(f))/««» is equal to the tangent of the curve p!(f*) (l\Q))

^jlif*)'1 at f = 0. Then the first part follows immediately. The second part

is equal to the formula (9) in the case @ consists of all homeomorphism ele-

ments of U.

LEMMA IV. 4. Let (©, p) be a local continuous pseudo-group of M. Assume

that © is transitive. Let G be a parameter infinite Lie (F)-group of (©, X>).

Denote by L the infinite Lie (F)-algebra associated with G. Then there is an

admissible filtration C ( /\ (cf Def 1.4), of the parameter space H of L with the

folloiviyig properties:

(1°) For any ξ in Cκl\ and for any -η in H} [?, yβ is in C'J~l) for each

integer I.

(2°) The dimension of H/C{1) is m, where m is the dimension of Aι{®, X>)

(3°) We can find a sequence ξ\ ?2, . . . of elements in H such that

(3.1) ξ\ . , . , ςnι~ι form a base modulo Ca~l)

(3.2) we can find y), . . . , v?1 in Ca~l) so that ξ\ . . . , ςni~\ -η), . . . , ηfι

form a base of H modulo C{h and

lξ\ Λ = cj

i

kξi (mod C ( /- 1 }),

if, T7/X] = α ί λ r (mod C ( / - υ ),

tvϊ, τ?Π = 0 (mod C ( / " υ ) ,

ivhere cΫ and a\x are given in Theorem IV. 5.

Proof Take a realization {£/, F, F) of G as (®, p), where we choose the

same coordinate system as in Theorem IV. δ. Then {Z7, (dF)0, (dF)o) is a

realization of L as (2, p). Denote by C[l) the set of all ξ in H such that each

component of (dFh (?) is in H%1+1) (cf. Example 2, 1 Chap 1). (Remark that,

(dF)o being linear, is everywhere defined). Then by Prop. 1.3 CU) is an admis-

sible filtration of H. By the definition of the parameter infinite Lie (F)-algebra,

Lemma IV. 3 implies that ξ is in C[h if and only if (pι{f)\Aι{®, p))ιhp) = O for

a vector field element f corresponding to ξ, where f -fjid/dxj) and f; is the

j th component of (JF)o(f). Since © is transitive, for any tangent vector Z

at lι{p) to Λ^©, p) there is a vector field element f in 8 such that

Z^(ρ!(f))ιi{p). This proves (2). (1°) follows from (7) and (9). Take ξi and
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Ύ)) in H such that ξι and -η) correspond to vector field elements f and gj with

the condition {pι(f)\Aι(®, p))ihP) = O/dui) and (pl(g$) I Λ;(®, p))7iφ) = O/a^),

respectively, where w/ and z>/λ are coordinate functions employed in the formula

(7). Then (3°) follows from (7) and (9).

§ 3. Prolongations

Let (Mi, M, p) be a fibered manifold. Let @: and © be continuous pseudo-

groups in Mi and M, respectively. These notations will be kept throughout

this section. Take homeomorphism elements g and/of Mx and M, respectively.

We say that g is a prolongation of / with respect to the fibered manifold (Mi,

M, p) when ρll(g) = U(f) and <o°£ = /°p Take an open set U in M. Let f

be a family on U in ©, with a parameter manifold M'. A family g v on an

open set V in (Si, with the parameter manifold M', is called a covering family

of fy with respect to (Mi, M, p), when p(F) = Z7 and gy is a prolongation of

fy for any point y in M'.

DEFINITION IV. 7. ®i s's cβ//ed «w isomorphic prolongation of © w/ίfr respect

to (Mi, M, (θ), if for any element g of @i αwd /or «n^ ΛΓ in U(g) there is a

neighborhood V of % such that g\V is a prolongation of an element of (§ and

if there is an integer h satisfying the following conditions:

(1C) For any point x in Mu we can choose a neighborhood ft? of Ilχ(p{χ))

in Gll(M) and a neighborhood UΊ of x in Mi in such a tvay that there is a

covering family gι of f on UΊPip'^U) in (Si for any one-parameter family f*

on an open set U in © such that j^if^aftf.

(2°) If f is in ©", jIy1(f)=Ih(y)for a point y in U(f), and if g is a

prolongation of f in ©Γ, then g(x) -x for any x in U(g^ such that p(x) -y.

In the remainder of this section, ©i is always assumed to be an isomorphic

prolongation of ©. It is clear that />'(©, τ) is an isomorphic prolongation of

the restriction of © to v'^U'), where U' is an open set in M' and τ is a cross-

section of (M, M', π) over U', (M, M\ π) being the fibered manifold of in-

variants of ©.

PROPOSITION IV. 9. Let f be an element of ©. Let g\ and g2 be elements in

©j. If both gx and go are prolongations of f, then there is an element in ©Γ

such that g is an extension of both gi and g2.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that gx coincides with go on U(gι) Π U{gι).

Assume that it is not empty. Then gιog2l is a prolongation of an identity

mapping/o/" 1 . Therefore, by (2°) in Def. IV. 7 it follows that gι and g2

coincides on Cfigi) Π U(g2).

Let U be an open submanifold of M. Denote by (S | U the collection of all

homeomorphism elements in $Γ such that their domains and images are in U.

Clearly, (&\U is a continuous pseudo-group in U. Let (Nt M, p') be a ίibered

manifold. Denote by iVφA'l®) the submanifold of NXA\<8>) consisting of all

points {v, X) such that p'(υ) =*β(X). Denote by α' the mapping of iVφA'l®)

onto M defined by the formula: a'(v, X)=a(X). UVφA'(®), M, a') is a

ίibered manifold. For any / in ®, denote by ps(f) the homeomorphism element

of N®Aι(<&), of domain (a'Γ'i U(f)>, defined by the formula: ίpUfΏiv, X)

= <*', pι(f){X)). By Prop. IV.6 and 7, Theorem IV.2, it is clear that the col-

lection of all pχ(f), when / runs through in ®, forms a continuous pseudo-

group in iV© A'(<§), which we shall denote by 'pι(N; ®). Denote hy &(N; ®)

the submanifold of JVφA^Φ) consisting of all points (ι;, Iι(pf[v))) with ZMII AT.

THEOREM IV. 6. Let ®i Z?β αw isomorphic prolongaiion of ® zt'ίY/z respect to

(Mi, Mf p). Then, for any sufficiently large integer Z, f/&£r£ /s «w 0^/2 cow-

nected neighborhood Y/* of Bι(Mι', ®) IΛ ΛfiφΛ'ί®) βwc? ί^^rβ is a mapping

h of W* onto Mx with the following conditions: (1°) W\ Mi, h) is a fibered

manifold; (2°) rpι(Mι ©) I ¥/* is an isomorphic prolongation of %ϊ, ivith respect

to W, Mu h).

Proof. Take vQ in Mi. Take open neighborhoods Yf of l\p(v«)) in G!(M),

Ux of vo in Mi satisfying the condition (1°) in Def. IV. 7. Set '%fv0 = (-Mi

ΦA^®)) Π ( ί / i X ^ Ί . Clearly, ^ t 0 is a neighborhood of U , / ( p l ^ ^ ) . Take

(υ, X) in '^,T0, and choose / i n © such that X^ j\ΛV){f)-\ By (1°) in Def. IV. 7,

there is g in (Si which is a prolongation of / and such that U(g) — υ. Set

Mz/, X) =g(v). By the same argument as in the proof of Prop. IV. 9 we see

that h(v, X) is independent of the choice of / and g. Moreover the second

part of (1°) in Def. IV. 7 shows that h is a real analytic mapping of 'Ufv0 into

Mi. Moreover hiv, I}(p(v)) = v. Therefore, if we choose a suitable open

neighborhood Yf^ of (vOt Iι(μ(vo)) in '^,t0, (ΐ/ϊQ, Uu h) is a fibered manifold.

Let g be an element of ®i. g is a prolongation of an element / s ® . Then
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the definition of h implies that h(tpιAf)l(vf X)) -g{h(v, X)). Then it is easy

to check that 'pliMil ®)\Zfv() is an isomorphic prolongation of ©ι!£Λ. The

above definition of h is intrinsic, and so they must coincide on %?υ Π W */.

Therefore choosing a suitable open neigborhood of B\MI\ @), we obtain Yί*

and h as in the theorem, q.e.d.

T a k e / i n © such that / ( / ) is sufficiently near {Iι(w); w e £/(/)}. If g

is a prolongation of / in ©i, we see by the definition

(10) g(v) =

Therefore we have the following two propositions.

PROPOSITION IV. 10. For any integer h there is an integer h with the follow-

ing conditions: (1) For any neighborhood %fι of Illiv) in Glι(M\) there is a

neighborhood tί of lh(μ(v)) in Gh{M) such that / ' ( ^ n α ' ^ α l ^ j c ^ , for

any prolongation g of f where f is an arbitary element in ©~ with f-(f) c %f

(2) If f is in ©~, jwif) = lι-(w) for a point w in U(f), and if g is a prolonga-

tion of f in ©i, then jιj(g) = IιHv) for any v in Uig) such that p(v) -w.

PROPOSITION VI. 11. Condition (1°) in Def. IV. 7 holds for any family in

©, not necessarily only for one-parameter family in ©.

By Prop. IV. 10, we see easily the following:

PROPOSITION IV. 12. Let {M2, Mu pi) be a fibered manifold. Assume that

a continuous pseudo-group ©2 of M2 is an isomrophic prolongation of ©1 with

respect to (M2, Mi, Pi). Then ®2 is an isomorphic prolongation of © with

respert to (M>, M, p°pi).

§ 4L Infinite continuous pseudo-gropus

Let (©1, r>i) and ί©2, fa) be local continuous pseudo groups in Mi and Λf2,

respectively.

DEFINITION IV. 8. (@2, p*) is said to be an isomorphic prolongatioyi of (©1,

ϊh) if there are open neighborhoods £Λ and U2 of pi and p2 in Mi and M2,

respectively, and if there is a mapping pi of U2 onto Uι with the following condi-

tions: (1) (U2, U), pi) is a fiber ed manifold (2) ©21 U2 is an isomorphic pro-

longation of ©i I Uι witli respect to {U2, Uu px).

PROPOSITION IV. 13. If (©3, p.Ό is an isomorphic prolongation of (©2, p2l
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and if ((S2, P2) is an isomorphic prolongation of (®i, ft), f/2£;j (©3, p.Ό is an

isomorphic prolongation of (®i, ft).

Proof. This is an easy corollary of Prop. IV. 12.

PROPOSITION IV. 14. If both (®i, Pi) tf«^ (©2, P2) βr^ isomorphic prolonga-

tions of (©, p), ί/ẑ r̂  15 # /oc^/ continuous pseudo-group (©*, p*) which is an

isomorphic prolongation of both (©1, &) αwJ (©2, P2).

Proof It is easy to construct such (©*, p*) because of Theorem IV. 6.

DEFINITION IV. 9. ((Si, Pi) is said to be equivalent to (®2, P2) 2/ ffeer̂  is «

local continuous pseudo-group (®, p) swcft f/ι<3ί (©, p) is an isomorphic pro-

longation of both (®i, pi) αwrf ((S2, PL>).

By Prop. IV. 13 and 14, we see easily that this definition of an equivalence

actually gives an equivalence relation.

DEFINITION IV. 10. An equivalence class of the equivalence relation in Def. IV.

9 is called an infinite continuous pseudo-group. If ((S, ί)) is in an equivalence

class &, (®, p) is said to be a representative of &.

Let ® be a transitive continuous pseudo-group in a manifold M. Let pi

and p2 be points in M Then (®, pi) and (®, p2) are equivalent. Therefore

the infinite continuous pseudo-group which has a representative (®, pi) is said

to be the infinite continuous pseudo-group determined by (S.

DEFINITION IV. 11. A continuous pseudo-group ® of a domain D=* {ixu • 1

XN) } is said to be a Cartan's continuous pseudo-group of D, if there is an in-

teger /z>0 and if there is a base ωu . . . , ωn, πj, . . . , πm(N-n+m) of

Pfaffian forms on D, with the following conditions:

(1°) ωi = dxu . . . , (ύh-dXhy

(2°) dωi = * cψωjΛo)fe + aiλωjΛTΓA, c{k + cfj = 0,

(ί, y, & = 1, . . - , n A = 1, . . . , m),

where c\k and a)λ are functions of Xi, . . . , XH \

(3°) Let pi and p i be the projection of Dx D onto the first and second

facters, respectively. Theii the exterior deferential system generated by
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Xr°p2 — Xr° Pi ( r=l , . . . , h),

p*ωί — pΐωi (ί = l , . . . , n)

on (Dx D, D, pi) is in involution at any point in the diagonal;

(4°) A homeomorphism element f of D is in ® if and only if Xu . . . , Xh

and ωi, . . . , ωn are invariant under f.

The system consists of functions Xu . > Xh and of Pfaffian forms ωi, . . . ,

ωn, τcι, . . . , πm will be called a Cartan's system. The equations in (2°) will

be called the structure equations of ©. Let us agree that, when we say that

© is a Cartan's continuous pseudo-group in D, a choice of Cartan's system

which defines © is made and associated with ©.

THEOREM IV. 7. Let & be an infinite continuous pseudo-group. Then ¥/

has a representative (©, p) such that ® is a Cartan's continuous pseudo-group.

Proof. Let (©', pf) be a representative of ϊf. Let τ be a cross-section of

the fibered manifold (ΛΓ, M", π) of invariants of & over on open neighborhood

Uf of τr(p'). Since p\%\ τ) is an isomorphic prolongation of <&f\U, where

U~-π~1{Ul), the theorem is an immediate colloary of Theorem IV.5.

§5. Infinite continuous pseudo-groups and infinite Lie (F)-groups

Let Gi and G2 be infinite Lie (F)-groups (cf. sentences preceeding Def. IV. 5).

Denote by Hi and Hz the parameter spaces of GL and G2, respectively. We

say that Gx and G2 are convergently isomorphic if there are convergent formal

analytic mappings F and F of Hi into H2 and of H2 into Hi, respectively, such

that F and F establish as isomorphism of Gi and G2.

PROPOSITION IV. 15. Let (Sv, pr) be a local continuous pseudo-group of a

manifold Mr, (r = l, 2). Denote by Gr a parameter infinite Lie (F)-group of

(®r, pr) If (®j, pi) and (@2> p2) «r^ eqtiivatent, then G\ and Gi are convergently

iso?norplιic.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the case when ©2 is an isomorphic pro-

longation of ©i. We can assume then, without loss of generality, that (l) Mi

is a domain {{xu . . . , # » ) ; |^y|<e}, (2) M2 = MiX FF, where PF is a domain

in ^w-dimesional space. (3) p\ and p2 are origins of Mi and M u respectively,

and that (4) ©2 is an isomorphic prolongation of @i with respect to (Mix W,
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Mi, p) where <o is the canonical prolojection. We can assume also that there

are realization (cf. Def. IV. 6) (M,t ft, F'r) of Gr as (©r, Pr). Let F1 be the

convergent formal analytic mapping of Hntm into Hn defined by the formula:

F"(£) - (£,(*!, . . . , xn, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , £„(*!, . . . , *«, . . . , 0)) e-#", (£=(&.

. . > ?n+m) €=//wi™). Then it is clear by the definitions that there is a unique

convergent formal analytic mapping F of H2 into Hi such that Fi°F = F'°F2

and such that F is a homomorphism of G2 into Gi. The existence of the

convergent inverse of F follows from the existence of the mapping h as in

Theorem IV. 6 (cf. (10)).

DEFINITION IV. 12. Let ©r be a Cartans continuous transitive pseudo-group

in a domain Dr, (r - 1, 2). Denote by <fu - . . , <£«', ψu . . . , ψm> and by ωu

. . . , ω?ι, πi, . . . , πm Cartans systems' associated with ®i and ©2, respectively.

Let

dωi = γ-cf ωy A ω ^ α/λ ωy A πx

be the structure equations of (S2, where cψ and a{λ are constants. We say that

@2 is subordinate to (Si if there are linear combinations

where t's and us are constants, with the folloiυing conditons:

(l) Ωι, . . . , Ωn, Hi, . . . , Tim are linearly independent at each point ofDι\

(2) dΩi= 1

2c
j

i

kΩjNΩkΛ-aJiKΩj\πλ.

A choice of the linear combinations, Ωi and Π\, which satisfy (1) and (2) ivill

be called a subordination of ©2 to ®i. Let p be a mapping of an open set Ui

of Dι onto an opeu set £72 of D%. p is called an integral of the subordination

if it satisfy the following conditions:

(1°) p*a>i = Ωi ( i = l , . . . , w),

(2°) (Uι, U2y p) is a fibered manifold.

THEOREM IV. 8. Let (@r, pr) be a local Cartan's continuous transitive pseudo-

group of a domain D r ( r = l, 2). Assume that ©2 is subordinate to ®i. Then

for any subordination of ©2 to ©1 we have the following:
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(1°) There is its integral p such that p is defined at fa and such that

p(pi) = &.

(2°) If pf is another such integral, there is an element f in (®2)$2 such that

pf is equal to f°ρona neighborhood of fa.

(3°) Any homeomorphism element of ®il U\ is a prolongation of an element

in © 2 | t t with respect to (Uu Uz, p).

Proof. Let p[ and p[ be the projection of A x A onto the first and the

second factors, respectively. On ( A x A, A, pΊ), consider the differential

system Σ' generated by

pi* ωi - p[* &

We denote by Σ the differential system on ( A x A , A , Ox) defined in (3°) in

Def. IV. 11 for @2. Then a mapping p of an open neighborhood ίΛ of fa onto

an open neighborhood U% of J?2 is an integral of the subordination if and only

if (Uu £72> p) is a fibered manifold and its graph is an integral of Σ'.

Take a submanifold D'2 of A , passing through fa, such that the restric-

tions of Ωiy 7Tλ to D 2 are linearly independent. Comparing with the polar

equations of Σ, we find the following: The system Σf as well as the restriction

Σ" of Σ' to (Df

2xD2, D[, px) are in involution at (p,, p3), and any integral

manifold of Σ" passing through (fa, p2) can be locally extended uniquely to an

integral manifold of Σ'. Take an integral p of Σ1 such that p(fa) = &>. Then

the condition p^ωi^Ωi implies that the restriction of p to D[ induces a homeo-

morphism of a neighborhood U[ of fa in D[ onto a neighborhood U2 of p2. In

particular, (Uu U2, p) is a fibered manifold. Therefore p is an integral of the

subordination. Thus (1°) is proved.

Let pf be another integral of the subordination. Denote by p and ρf the

restricions of p and p1 to a small neighborhood of Pi in D[. Then they have

inverses and ω, = (p" 1 )*^/-(p 7 " 1 )* i2 , . Take a homeomorphism element / of

A such that f°p-pf on a neighborhood of fa in D^ Then it follows easily

that f*ωi = ωi. H e n c e / is in (S2. Therefore f°p is again an integral of the

subordination and coincides with pf on Dl Hence, by the remark made earlier,

f°P^pf on a neighborhood of ft. Thus (2°) is proved. Because of the ex-

pression of Ωi, pog is again an integral of the subordination for any element

g in ®i. Then (3C) follows from (2°). This finishes the proof of Theorem IV. 8,
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Let (&r be a Cartan's transitive continuous pseudo-group, (r = 1, 2, 3). Denote

by ψu > fw, 0i, . . . , 0m' and ωu . . . , ωn, πi, . . . , ,τOT Caran's systems

associated with ©i and ©>, respectively. Assume that ©2 is subordinate to ©i

and that ®3 is subordinate to ©2. Assume also that flψQ and tlφQ + ulψσ, 'ήωi

and '&«>{ +'uχπ\ form subordinations of ©2 to © l f of ©3 to ©2, resepctίvely.

Then it is easy to see that lt)tQiψQ and ('ίU? Λ-'uUDψqΛ-'u^ulψo form a subor-

dination of ©3 to @i. This subordination is called the composition of the

subordinations. If p and pf are integrals of the subordinations of ©2 to @i and

of ©3 to ©2, then pf°ρ is an integral of their composition.

LEMMA IV. 5. Let (©,-, pr) be a Cartans local transitive continuous pseudo-

group in Dr, ( r = l , 2, 3). Assume that ©2 is subordinate to ©i, and that ©3

is subordinate to ©2. Take subordinations Si β?2ύ? s2 0/ ©2 £0 ©1 and of ©3 £0

©2, respectively. Take a mapping π of A to A such that ( A , A , π) is a

fibered manifold and such that 7r(|}i)=^3. Assume that ©i is an isomorphic

prolongation of ©3 with respect to ( A , A , π) and that π is an integral of the

composition of the subordinations Si and s2. Then (@2, ^2) is an isomorphic

prolongation of (®θ, \) o) tvith respect to any integral of the subordination s2,

which maps fa to ft?.

Proof Let p{ and p2 be integrals of si and s2 such that Pi(pi)=p2 and

p(^) =p3, respectively. Since p2°Pι is an integral of the composition of Si and

s2, by (2°) in Theorem IV.8, we can assume that π-ρ2

opi on a neighborhood

of pi. By (3°) of Theorem IV. 8, any element of ©2 is an prolongation of an

element of ®3. It is easy to verify the conditions ( l υ ) and (2°) in Def. IV. 7

for ©2 and ©3 with respect to ρ2t by lifting first to ©ι and then going down to

©2.

PROPOSITION IV. 16. Let (©, p) and (©', p1) be local transitive continuous

pseudo-groups of D and Df, respectively. Denote by G and G1 parameter in-

finite Lie (F)-groups of (©, p) and (©', p')7 respectively. If G and G' are

{formally) isomorphic, then (©, p) and (@\ p1) are equivalent.

Proof. Let F be a homeomorphism of G onto Gf. Denote by L and Ώ the

associated infinite Lie (F) -algebras of G and of Gf

} respectively. Take admis-

sible nitrations H{1) and H'[l) of the parameter space H and Hf of L and L',

respectively, which satisfy the conditions in Lemma IV. 4. We can choose a
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positive integer k such that ft(i/(/!)cF(Ml and such that F;\Hf{l)) QHa'k)

y

where Fo = (dF)o is the homeomorphism of L onto L1 induced by F. Set for

sufficiently large fixed /

1, PJ =

2, ft) =

®, V), Iι+2k(ρ')),

9 p)9 iι
β, ft) =

(cf. (7)0. If we show that (® r ι p r), ( r = l , 2, 3), defined above satisfy the

conditions stated in Lemma IV. 5, then it follows that (jfΛ*«S, p), Iι+k{p)) is

an isomorphic prolongation of (p\&y pf), /'(P'))> that is (©, p) is equivalent

to (©', p'). In order to show that they actually satisfy the required conditions,

let Da'] and D'{lΊ be sufficiently small neighborhoods of Iι\p) and Iι\p'), re-

spectively. We define π as the canonical projection of O'a+2k) onto D'a\ Let

ωi, . . . , ωn> 7Γi, . . . , 7rw, where n = m+k-\ and w = ra/+&, be the base of Pfaffian

forms on /) ί / + ^ ) which satisfies the conditions in Theorem IV. 5 for pnk((&, p).

Denote by ψh . . . , φm, Φu . . . 9 Φm>> where n' = nfnzk-ι and tnf = w{+2* the

base of Pfaίfian forms on D'a+2k) which satisfies the conditions forί / + 2 *(©', p').

Let

rfωi = "Y" C/'1" ωi> Λ ω/// -f ύfpctf// Λ ,Tλ,

y A ^ + 'a$a<pj, Λ ĉ σ

be the structure

the conditions in

elements C1, . . .

equations.

Lemma IV

rn' 1

if, ?'

Choose ζ\

. 4 for the

. , μm' in Λ

. . . , ί Λ

choice

Γ' for ψj,

cr, -

??m in Zf which satisfy

We have the similar

Then by Lemma IV. 4,

( 1

(12)

Since /ίβ is in ff»"+**-», FOΉΛ") is in ff"**"1'. Therefore we have

Fo ι is a homomorphism of Lf into L and the image of Ltil'' by F o

 1 is in L(//~^}

for any /'. Therefore it follows by (11) and (12) that Ωt = tJiψj and I7λ = u{
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Λ ulψo form a subordination sx of ©2 to ®ίm Since Fo is the inverse of ( F " 1 ) ^

we can construct, by the same method, a subordination s2 of ©3 to ©2, which

satisfies the required conditions. This finishes the proof.

By Prop. IV. 15 and 16, we have the following two theorems:

THEOREM IV. 9. Let (©, p) and (©', p1) be local transitive continuous pseudo-

groups. Denote by G and G' parameter infinite Lie (F) groups of (©, p) and

(©', pf), respectively. Then G and Gf are isomorphic if and only if (©, p) and

(©', p1) are equivalent.

THEOREM VI. 10. Let G and Gf be infinite Lie (F) groups. Assume that

there are local trasitive continuous pseudo groups (@, p) and (©', p1) such that

G and G' are parameter groups of (®, p) and (©', pf)y respectively. Then G

and G' are convergently isomorphic if and only if G and Gf are isomorphic.
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